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Abstract� Given a triple �G�W� �� of an open bounded set G in the complex plane� a weight function
W �z� which is analytic and di�erent from zero in G� and a number � with � � � � �� we consider the
problem of locally uniform rational approximation of any function f�z�� which is analytic in G� by weighted
rational functions fWmi�ni�z�Rmi�ni�z�g�i��� where Rmi�ni�z� � Pmi

�z��Qni�z� with degPmi
� mi and

degQni � ni for all i � � and where mi 	 ni � � as i � � such that lim
i��

mi�
mi 	 ni� � �� Our main

result is a necessary and sucient condition for such an approximation to be valid� Applications of the result
to various classical weights are also included�

� Introduction and General Results�

In this paper� we shall develop the ideas of 
��� and apply them to the study of the approximation of analytic
functions in an open set G by weighted rationals Wm�n�z�Rm�n�z�� Speci�cally� we examine triples of the
form

�G�W� �������

where

����������
���������

i� G is an open bounded set in the complex plane IC� which can
be represented as a �nite or countable union of disjoint simply

connected domains� i�e�� G �

��
���

G� �where � � � �� ��

ii� W �z�� the weight function� is analytic in G with W �z� �� � for
any z � G� and

iii� � satis�es � � � � ��

�����

We say that the triple �G�W� �� has the rational approximation property if���������������
�������������

for any f�z� which is analytic in G and for any compact
subset E of G� there exists a sequence of rational func�
tions fRmi�ni�z�g�i��� where Rmi�ni�z� � Pmi

�z��Qni�z�� with
degPmi

� mi and degQni � ni for all i � �� and where
�mi 	 ni� �� as i��� such that

i� lim
i��

mi

mi 	 ni
� ��

and
ii� lim

i��
kf �Wmi�niRmi�nikE � ��

�����

where all norms throughout this paper are the uniform �Chebyshev� norms on the indicated sets�
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Given a triple �G�W� ��� as in ����� which satis�es the conditions of ������ we state below our main result�
Theorem ���� which gives a characterization� in terms of potential theory� for the triple �G�W� �� to have
the rational approximation property� Also� let M�E� be the set of all positive unit Borel measures on IC
which are supported on a compact set E� i�e�� for any � � M�E�� we have ��IC� � � and supp� � E� Also�
�G denotes the boundary of the set G� and the logarithmic potential of an arbitrary compactly supported
signed measure � is de�ned �see Tsuji 
��� p� ���� by

U��z� ��

Z
log

�

jz � tj d��t�������

Theorem ��� A triple �G�W� ��� satisfying ������ has the rational approximation property ����� if and only
if there exist a signed measure

��G�W� �� � ����G�W� ��� ��� �����G�W� ��������

with ���G�W� ��� ���G�W� �� � M��G�� and a constant F �G�W� �� such that

U��G�W����z�� log jW �z�j � F �G�W� ��� for any z � G������

Below� we state some consequences of Theorem ���� while in Section �� we state applications of Theorem
��� in a number of speci�c cases� The proofs of all results in Sections � and � are given� respectively� in
Sections � and ��

Remark ��� Results on weighted rational approximation of analytic functions in open sets with multiply
connected components �as opposed� in ����i�� to unions of simply connected domains� will be considered
elsewhere�

Remark ��� The condition in ����ii� that W �z� �� � for all z � G cannot be dropped� for if W �z�� � � for
some z� � Gk� where G �

S�
��� G�� then the necessarily null sequence fWmi�ni�z��Rmi�ni�z��g�i�� trivially

fails to converge to any f�z�� analytic in G� with f�z�� �� �� whence� the rational approximation property
fails�

Corollary ��� A triple �G�W� ��� satisfying ������ has the rational approximation property ����� if and only
if ����� holds for f�z� 	 �� i�e�� if and only if this single function is locally uniformly approximable on compact
subsets of G by a corresponding sequence of the weighted rational functions�

Remark ��� The function f�z� 	 � in Corollary ��� can be replaced by any function which is analytic in
G and not equal identically to � in G�

Corollary ��� Given a triple �G�W� ��� which satis�es ����� with � �nite� assume that there exist a constant
F and a signed measure � with

supp � � �G and ��IC� � �� � �������

such that

U��z�� log jW �z�j � F� for any z � G������

Then� the triple �G�W� �� has the rational approximation property ����� if and only if the signed measure �
can be decomposed as

� � ��� � ��� ����������

with ��� �� �M��G��
Furthermore� let a Jordan decomposition of the signed measure �� satisfying ����� and ������ be given by



�

� � 	� � 	��������

where 	� and 	� are positive measures with

supp 	�� supp 	� � �G and ��supp 	� 
 supp 	�� � ��������

Then� the triple �G�W� �� has the rational approximation property ����� if and only if

	��IC� � ��������

If ����� or ������ holds true for a signed measure � satisfying ����� and ������ then

��G�W� �� � � and F �G�W� �� � F�������

The study of weighted rational approximation has recently been introduced in papers by Borwein and
Chen 
��� Borwein� Rakhmanov and Sa� 
��� and Rakhmanov� Sa�� and Simeonov 
���� The last two papers
deal with weighted rational approximation only on the real line� Certain special cases of the triples �G�W� ���
in the notation of ������ were considered in the complex plane in 
��� but that research did not attack the
general question of necessary and sucient conditions for �G�W� �� to have the rational approximation
property of ������ as in Theorem ����

� Applications�

Finding the signed measure ��G�W� �� of Theorem ���� or verifying its existence� is a nontrivial problem
in general� Since U��G�W����z� is harmonic in ICn supp ��G�W� �� and� since it can be shown from ������ if
log jW �z�j is continuous on G and if G is a �nite union of G�� 
 � �� �� � � � � 
�� that U��G�W����z� is equal
to log jW �z�j	 F �G�W� �� on supp��G�W� �� � �G� then U��G�W����z� can be found as the solution of the
corresponding Dirichlet problems� The signed measure ��G�W� �� can be recovered from its potential� using
the Fourier method described in Section IV�� of Sa� and Totik 
����

However� we next consider a di�erent method� dealing with speci�c weight functions� which allows us to
deduce �explicit� expressions for the signed measure ��G�W� �� of Theorem ���� For simplicity� we assume
throughout this section that G is given as in ����i�� but with � �nite� We denote the unbounded component
of ICnG by �� Let �� and �� be two positive Borel measures on IC� with compact supports satisfying

supp �� � ICnG and supp �� � ICnG������

such that

���IC� � ���IC� � �������

For real numbers � � � and  � �� assume that the weight function W �z�� satisfying

log jW �z�j � �
�
�U���z�� U���z�

�
� �U��z�� z � G������

with � �� ������ being a signed measure� is analytic in G� Then� we state� as an application of Theorem
���� our next result as

Theorem ��� Given any pair of real numbers � � � and  � �� given an open bounded set G �
S�
���G�� as

in ����i� with � �nite� and given the weight function W �z� of ������ then the triple �G�W� �� has the rational
approximation property ����� if and only if the signed measure

� �� ��� � � 	 �� ����� ����� ���� 	 ��������



�

can be decomposed as

� � ��� � ��� ����������

where ��� �� � M��G�� Here� ���� ���� is the harmonic measure at � with respect to �� and ��� and ���

are� respectively� the balayages of �� and �� from ICnG to G�
Furthermore� if � of ����� satis�es ������ then �see Theorem ����

��G�W� �� � �������

We point out that the harmonic measure ���� ���� �de�ned in Nevanlinna 
�� or Tsuji 
���� is the same
as the equilibrium distribution measure for G� in the sense of classical logarithmic potential theory 
���� For
the notion of balayage of a measure� we refer the reader to Chapter IV of Landkof 
�� or Section II�� of Sa�
and Totik 
����

In the following series of subsections� we consider various classical weight functions and we �nd their
corresponding signed measures� associated with the weighted rational approximation problem in G� as given
in Theorem ����

��� Incomplete Rationals�

With IN� and IN denoting respectively the sets of nonnegative and positive integers� the incomplete polyno�
mials of Lorentz 
�� are a sequence of polynomials of the formn

zm�i�Pn�i��z�
o�
i��

� degPn�i� � n�i�� �m�i�� n�i� � IN��������

where it is assumed that lim
i��

m�i�

n�i�
�� �� where � � � is a real number� The question of the possibility of

the approximation of functions by incomplete polynomials is closely connected to that of the approximation
of functions by the weighted polynomials

fz�nPn�z�g�n�� � degPn � n������

The approximation question for the incomplete polynomials of ����� was completely settled� by Sa� and
Varga 
��� and by v� Golitschek 
��� for the real interval 
�� �� �see Totik 
��� and Sa� and Totik 
��� for the
associated history and later developments�� and by the authors 
��� in the complex plane� We consider now
the analogous problem for incomplete rational functions in the complex plane� A special case of incomplete
rational approximation in the complex plane was studied by Borwein and Chen in 
��� The latest such
developments� on the real line� are in Borwein� Rakhmanov and Sa� 
�� and Rakhmanov� Sa� and Simeonov

����

Since the weight W �z� �� z� in ����� is multiple�valued in IC if � �� IN� we then restrict ourselves to the
slit domain S� �� ICn���� �� and the single�valued branch of W �z� in S� satisfying W ��� � �� Thus�

W �z� �� z�� z � S� �� ICn���� ��������

where � � � is a real number�

Theorem ��� Given an open set G� as in ����i� with � �nite� such that G � S�� and given the weight
function W �z� of ������ then the triple �G� z�� �� has the rational approximation property ����� if and only if
the signed measure

� � ��� � � 	 ������ ����� ����� ����������

can be decomposed as
� � ��� � ��� �����



�

where ��� �� � M��G�� Here� ���� ���� and ���� ���� are the harmonic measures with respect to the
unbounded component � of ICnG� respectively� at z � � and at z � ��

In special cases where the geometric shape of G is given explicitly� it is possible to determine the explicit
form of the signed measure in ������� As a simple example� we consider below the special case of a disk and
� � ����

Corollary ��� Given the disk Dr�a� �� fz � IC � jz � aj � rg� where a � ���	�� and where Dr�a� � S� �
ICn���� ��� i�e�� r � a� and given the weight function of ������ then the triple �Dr�a�� z�� ���� has the rational
approximation property ����� if and only if

r � rmax�a� �� ��

�
a� � � ��� �����

a sin
�

��
� � � �����	���

������

Furthermore� if ������ is satis�ed� then the associated signed measure ��Dr�a�� z�� ���� �see Theorem ����
is given by

d��Dr�a�� z�� ���� �
�

��r

	
�� a� � r�

jzj�



ds�������

where ds is the arclength measure on the circle jz � aj � r�

Remark ��� More generally� it is possible to show that the triple �Dr�a�� z�� ��� as in Corollary ��� but
with any � � 
�� ��� has the approximation property ����� if and only if

r �
�

a � � 	 � � ��
au� � � 	 � � ��

where u� � ��� �� is the largest solution of the equation

��� � �� arccos

�
����������	���u�

�u��� � � 	 ��


	 �� arccos

�
�����	���

p
�� u�

�
p
���� � � 	 ��

�
� ���

in the interval ��� ���

��� Exponential Weight�

Consider the weight function

W �z� �� e�z� z � IC�������

This section is devoted to the study of weighted rational approximation� with respect to the exponential
weight of ������� in disks centered at the origin and in certain domains� arising in connection with Pad�e
approximations of the exponential function� Our next result treats the case of disks�

Theorem ��� Given Dr��� �� fz � IC � jzj � rg and given the weight W �z� of ������� then the triple
�Dr���� e�z� �� has the rational approximation property ����� if and only if

r � rmax���� � � � � ��������

where rmax��� is the unique positive solution� for r in the interval

������ � �

�

���� �	�


� of the following equation�s

r� �
	
� � �

�


�
�
	
� � �

�



arccos

	
� � �

�

r



�

�

�
��� �� �������



�

Moreover� if ������ holds� then the associated signed measure ��Dr���� e�z� �� is given by

d��Dr���� e�z� �� � ��� � �� �r cos ��
d�

��
�������

where d� is the angular measure on jzj � r and where z � rei	�

In particular� rmax��� �
�

�
�see also Theorem ��� of 
����� rmax

	
�

�



�

�

�
and rmax��� �

�

�
�

We remark that the solution� rmax��� of ������� can be veri�ed to be symmetric about � �
�

�
� as a

function of � in the interval 
�� ���
Next� we again consider the weight function W �z� �� e�z of ������� but we now consider the triple

�G� � e
�z� ��� where G� � a generalized Szeg�o domain� is de�ned below� To begin� �rst assume that � � � � ��

Then following 
���� the two conjugate complex numbers� de�ned by

z�� �� exp f� i arccos��� � ��g �������

have modulus unity� and we consider the complex plane IC slit along the two rays

IR� ��
�
z � IC � z � z�� 	 i	 or z � z�� � i	 for any 	 � �

�
�������

This is shown below in Figure �� �For readers who are familiar with 
���� the quantity � �� lim
i��

ni
mi

in that

paper and � of ����i� are related through � �
�

� 	 �
�� Next� the function

γ

Rγ

γ
-z

R

+

0 1

γz

Figure ���� The set ICnIR� �

�g��z� ��
p

� 	 z� � �z��� � ��������

has z�� and z�� as branch points� which are the �nite extremities of IR� � On taking the principal branch for
the square root� i�e�� on setting �g���� � � and extending g� analytically on the doubly slit domain ICnIR� �
then g� is analytic and single�valued on ICnIR� � It can also be veri�ed that �� z 	 �g��z� does not vanish on
ICnIR� �



�

Next� we de�ne the functions �� 	 z	 �g��z���� and ��� z 	 �g��z�������� so that their values at z � � are
respectively� ��� and �������� with remaining values determined by analytic continuation� These functions
are also analytic and single�valued on ICnIR� � With these de�nitions� we then set

w��z� ��

��

	
�� �

�


���
ze�g��z�

�� 	 z 	 �g��z���� ��� z 	 �g��z��������
�� � � � ���������

and it follows that w��z� is also analytic and single�valued on ICnIR� � For the omitted cases � � � and � � ��
it can be veri�ed that w��z� � lim

���
w��z� and w��z� � lim

���
w��z� satisfy

��
�

w��z� � ze��z for Re z � �� and

w��z� � ze��z for Re z � ���
������

�Again� for those familiar with 
���� the function w��z� of ������ is exactly the function w��z� in 
��� eq�
��������

It is known �see 
��� Lemma ����� that w��z� is univalent in jzj � �� for any � with � � � � �� and this
allows us to de�ne the domain

G� �� fz � IC � jw��z�j � � and jzj � �g � for any � � � � ��������

Its boundary� �G� � is a well�de�ned Jordan curve which lies interior to the unit disk� except for its points
z�� of ������� This is shown in Figure �� We call G� an extended Szeg�o domain� as the special case � � �
corresponds to a domain originally treated by Szeg�o in 
��� in �����

z

γ
-z

γ

γ

+

0 10 1

G

Figure ���� The set G� �

We now have all the necessary de�nitions for the statement of our next result�

Theorem ��� For any � with � � � � �� let G� be the domain of ������� and let W �z� � e�z be the weight
function of ������� Then� the triple �G� � e

�z� �� has the rational approximation property ������



�

To conclude this section� we note that� except for the �nal result of Theorem ���� all preceding results
stated in Sections � and � are of the �if and only if� type� i�e�� these results are by de�nition sharp� The
result of Theorem ���� however� leaves open the possibility that for a given � with � � � � �� there could be
a larger domain H � with G� � H � such that the triple �H� e�z� �� has the rational approximation property
������ but we strongly doubt this�

Also of general interest is the extension of the results of this paper to triples �G�W� �� of ������ where
one has the sharpened rational approximation property� that is� for any f�z�� analytic in G and continuous
in G� there is a sequence of rational functions fRmi�nig�i�� satisfying ����i�� such that

lim
i��

��f �Wmi�niRmi�ni

��
G

� ��

For the essentially polynomial case of � � � and W �z� �� e�z� this is treated in part in 
��� Theorem �����
Some general results in weighted polynomial approximation on compact sets are obtained in 
��� To our
knowledge� general results on the sharpened rational approximation property have not as yet been treated
in the literature�

� Proofs of Results of Section ��

Proof of Theorem ���� Assuming that a signed measure ��G�W� �� exists and satis�es the conditions �����
and ����� of Theorem ���� we �rst prove that the triple �G�W� �� has the rational approximation property
������ To show this� we consider the following three cases�

Case � � �� The hypothesis ����� with � � � implies that ��G�W� �� � ���G�W� �� �M��G�� As �����
is also valid by hypothesis� applying Theorem ��� of 
��� gives that the pair �G�W � has the polynomial

approximation property� i�e�� for any f�z�� which is analytic in G� and for any compact subset E of G�
there exists a sequence of polynomials fPm�z�g�m��� with deg Pm � m for all m � �� such that

lim
m��

kf �WmPmkE � �������

On simply setting nm �� � and Qnm�z� �� �� the sequence of rational functions fRm�nm�z� �� Pm�z��Qnm�z� �
Pm�z�g�m�� clearly satis�es ����i� with � � �� and ����� shows that ����ii� is also valid� i�e�� the triple �G�W� ��
has the rational approximation property�

Case � � �� Let f�z� be any function analytic in G� If f�z� 	 � in G� it suces to de�ne the sequence
fR��n�z� �� P��z��Qn�z�g�n��� where P��z� 	 �� i�e�� deg P� � �� and for each n � �� deg Qn � n� Clearly�
����i� is satis�ed with � � �� and ����ii� is trivially satis�ed for any compact subset E of G� If f�z� �	 � in
G� then for any given compact subset E of G� f�z� has only a �nite number of zeros� say fzk�E�gmk��� in E�
where m � m�E� is a �xed nonnegative integer depending on E� Then� we can write

f�z� � g�z�Wm�z�Pm�z�� with Pm�z� ��

mY
k��

�z � zk�E��������

where g�z� is analytic and nonzero in E� Consequently� ��g�z� is also analytic in E�

In this case � � �� hypothesis ����� implies that ��G�W� �� � ����G�W� ��� where ���G�W� �� � M��G��
and similarly� hypothesis ����� implies� with the de�nition of ������ that

U���G�W����z�� log
�

jW �z�j � �F �G�W� ��� for any z � G������

Because of the form of ������ it follows from Theorem ��� of 
��� that the pair �G� ��W � now has the
polynomial approximation property� and this can be applied to the analytic function ��g�z� on E�
Thus� there is a sequence of polynomials fQn�z�g�n��� with deg Qn � n for all n � �� such that



�

lim
n��

�����

g
� Qn

Wn

����
E

� �������

Since fQn�z��Wn�z�g�n�� tends uniformly to ��g�z� on E� it follows from Hurwitz s Theorem that Qn�z�
has no zero in E� for� say� all n � N�� Moreover� it also follows from ����� that

lim
n��

����g � Wn

Qn

����
E

� �������

Hence� using ������ we have

f�z��Wm�n�z�Pm�z��Qn�z� � Wm�z�Pm�z�

	
g�z�� Wn�z�

Qn�z�



�

and as m � m�E� is a �xed integer� ����� gives us that

lim
n��

��f �Wm�nPm�Qn

��
E

� �������

Thus� ����i� is satis�ed with � � � and ����� shows that ����ii� is also satis�ed� i�e�� the triple �G�W� �� has
the rational approximation property�

Case � � � � �� Recall from ����ii� that G �
S�
��� G� is a bounded open set where fG�g���� are disjoint

simply connected domains� and consider the Jordan domains G��j � G�� j � IN� which exhaust the domain
G�� for each 
 with � � 
 � �� A convenient way to de�ne the sequence fG��jg�j�� is to set

G��j ��

�
z � IC � j���z�j � �� �

�j

�
� j � IN������

where �� � G� � D �� fw � IC � jwj � �g is a canonical conformal map of domain G� onto the open unit disk
D� where � � 
 � �� Thus� each G��j is bounded by the analytic Jordan curve

!��j ��

�
z � IC � j���z�j � �� �

�j

�
�

which is a level curve of ��� Let E � G be an arbitrary compact set� Because E is compact� it is clear that
E is contained in the �nite union of G��j � 
 � �� �� � � � � 
�� for some 
� � IN� provided that j is large enough�

Set Hj ��
S��
��� G��j and !j ��

S��
��� !��j � Then� !j � �Hj and Hj � G for all j � IN� and also E � Hj for

all suciently large j � IN�
Introducing the domain �j �� ICnHj � j � IN� we observe� from the existence of the Borel measure

���G�W� �� of ������ that the balayage ��j of ���G�W� ��� out of �j to ��j � �Hj � is such that� for each
j � IN� the following statements are true �see Theorem II���� of 
�����

U��
j �z� � U���G�W����z� 	 cj � z � Hj ������

and

U��
j �z� � U���G�W����z� 	 cj � z � IC������

where ��j �IC� � �� supp ��j � �Hj and cj � �� �We remark that equality in ����� holds on ��j since each

point of ��j is regular �see 
��� Theorem I������� As ����� holds by hypothesis for any z � G and as Hj � G�
then ����� and the hypothesis ����� give

�U��
j �z�� ��� ��U���G�W����z�� log jW �z�j � Fj � z � Hj �������

where



��

Fj �� F �G�W� �� 	 �cj �������

for any j � IN�
Fixing a suciently large j � IN so that E � Hj � consider the function

v�z� �� U��
j �z�� U���G�W����z�� z � IC�������

which is subharmonic in �j with v��� � �� and satis�es� by ������ the inequality

v�z� � cj � z � IC�������

Observe that if we had equality in ������ for some z� � �j � then� by the maximum principle for subharmonic
functions and ������ this would give

v�z� 	 cj � �� z � �j �

which is in contradiction with the fact that v��� � �� Thus� it follows from ������ that

U��
j �z� � U���G�W����z� 	 cj � z � �j �

Multiplying the above inequality by �� adding ���� ��U���G�W����z� � log jW �z�j to both sides of it� and
using ����� and ������� we obtain that

�U��
j �z�� ��� ��U���G�W����z�� log jW �z�j � Fj � z � G 
 �j �������

Next� let f�z� by any function analytic in G� To construct a sequence of weighted rational functions
which is uniformly convergent to f�z� on E� we interpolate the analytic function W��m�n��z�Qn�z�f�z�

by a polynomial Pm�z�� where the choice of interpolation points
n
z
�m���
k

om��

k��
� !j and the choice of the

polynomial Qn�z� are described below�
It follows from Krein�Milman theorem that any measure � � M�B�� where B � IC is a compact set� is a

weak"�limit of discrete measures

kX
i��

�
�k�
i �

z
�k�
i

� �
�k�
i � ��

nX
i��

�
�k�
i � ��

where fz�k�i gki�� � B� k � IN �see 
��� pp� ���������� Since every �
�k�
i can be approximated arbitrarily

closely by rational numbers� there exists a sequence of points f��k�j gkj�� � B� k � IN� which may not all be
distinct� such that

�

k

kX
j��

�


�k�
j

�� �� as k ���

We discretize the measures ���G�W� �� and ��j so that

��n ��
�

n

nX
k��

�
t
�n�

k

�� ���G�W� ��� as n���������

where
n
t
�n�
k

on
k��

� supp ���G�W� �� � �G for any n � IN� and

��m ��
�

m

mX
k��

�
z
�m�

k

�� ��j � as m���������

where
n
z
�m�
k

om
k��

� supp ��j � !j for any m � IN� Then� we de�ne



��

Qn�z� ��

nY
k��

�
z � t

�n�
k

�
� n � IN�������

so that Qn�z� is not zero in G for any n� and we de�ne a basic polynomial of Lagrange interpolation

�m���z� ��

m��Y
k��

�
z � z

�m���
k

�
� m � IN�������

On setting Lj ��

���
���

L��j � where each L��j � G�nG��j � 
 � �� �� � � � � 
�� is a recti�able Jordan curve con�

taining G��j in its interior� the polynomial Pm�z�� which interpolates W��m�n��z�Qn�z�f�z� in the points

fz�m���
k gm��

k�� of !j � is given by the Hermite interpolation formula �see 
��� p� �����

W��m�n��z�Qn�z�f�z�� Pm�z�

�
�m���z�

��i

Z
Lj

W��m�n��t�Qn�t�f�t�dt

�t� z��m���t�
� z � E�

������

Multiplying ������ by Wm�n�z��Qn�z� gives

f�z��Wm�n�z�
Pm�z�

Qn�z�

�
Wm�n�z��m���z��Qn�z�

��i

Z
Lj

f�t�dt

�t�z�Wm�n�t��m���t��Qn�t�
�

������

for z � E� Using ������ and ������� we have that

lim
n��

jQn�z�j��n � exp
n
�U���G�W����z�

o
������

holds locally uniformly in ICn�G� and similarly� using ������ and ������� we have that

lim
m��

j�m�z�j��m � exp
n
�U��

j �z�
o

������

holds locally uniformly in ICn!j � Next� choose any sequence f�mi� ni�g�i�� of pairs of nonnegative integers
such that lim

i��
�mi 	 ni� � � and lim

i��
mi��mi 	 ni� � �� and let fPmi

�z��Qni�z�g�i�� be the associated

rational functions from ������ and ������� From �������������� we obtain that

lim
i��

jWmi�ni�z��mi���z��Qni�z�j���mi�ni� � e�Fj �������

uniformly on E� Also� by ������ and the compactness of Lj �

min
z�Lj

lim
i��

jWmi�ni�z��mi���z��Qni�z�j���mi�ni� � e�Fj �������

since �U��
j �z�� �� � ��U���G�W����z� � log jW �z�j is harmonic in G

T
�j � Thus� from ������ and on using

������ and ������� it follows that

lim sup
i��

����f �Wmi�ni
Pmi

Qni

����
���mi�ni�

E

� lim sup
i��

kWmi�ni�z��mi���z��Qni�z�k���mi�ni�
E

min
z�Lj

jWmi�ni�z��mi���z��Qni�z�j���mi�ni�
� ��



��

Hence� the sequence fWmi�ni�z�Pmi
�z��Qni�z�g�i�� converges �geometrically� to f�z�� uniformly on E� and

the sequence of rational functions fRmi�ni�z� �� Pmi
�z��

Qni�z�g�i�� satis�es ����i� and ����ii�� i�e�� �G�W� �� has the rational approximation property� This completes
the �rst part of the proof of Theorem ����

Now� suppose that a triple �G�W� ��� satisfying the conditions of ������ has the rational approximation
property ������ To show that a signed measure ��G�W� ��� satisfying the conditions of Theorem ���� exists�
let fPmi

�z��Qni�z�g�i�� be a sequence of rational functions such that Wmi�ni�z�Pmi
�z��Qni�z� converges

to the particular function f�z� 	 �� locally uniformly in G� and such that limi��mi��mi 	 ni� � �� We
may assume� without loss of generality� that degPmi

� mi and degQni � ni� Otherwise� one may de�ne
new sequences of polynomials

#Pmi
�z� �� Pmi

�z� 	 ami
zmi � i � IN�

and

#Qni�z� �� Qni�z� 	 bniz
ni � i � IN�

in such a way that Wmi�ni�z� #Pmi
�z�� #Qni�z� also converges to f�z� 	 �� locally uniformly in G� with ami

�� �
and bni �� � for any i � IN� by choosing ami

�� � and bni �� � to be suciently small� �This will be used in
������ below��

Let ami
�� � be the leading coecient of Pmi

�z� and let

��mi
��

�

mi

X
Pmi

�zk���

�zk������

be the normalized zero counting measure for Pmi
�z�� where �zk is a unit point mass at zk� We count all zeros

of Pmi
�z� in ������� according to their multiplicities� so that

��mi
�IC� � �� i � IN�������

i�e�� these measures are unit positive Borel measures� Analogously� we take bni �� � as the leading coecient
of Qni�z� and de�ne

��ni ��
�

ni

X
Qni

�zk���

�zk �������

so that

��ni�IC� � �� i � IN�������

Hence� as Wmi�ni�z�Pmi
�z��Qni�z� � � locally uniformly in G� then taking logarithms and using the

de�nitions of ������ ������� and ������� we have

�

mi 	 ni
log jami

j � mi

mi 	 ni
U��mi �z� 	

ni
mi 	 ni

U��ni �z�� �

mi 	 ni
log jbni j

	 log jW �z�j �
�

mi 	 ni
log

����Wmi�ni�z�
Pmi

�z�

Qni�z�

����� �� as i���

������

locally uniformly in G�
If ���mi

denotes the balayage of ��mi
out of the open set ICnG to G �note that the part of ��mi

supported on

G is kept �xed�� then

U ���mi �z� � U��mi �z� 	 cmi
� z � G�������



��

where cmi
� �� supp ���mi

� G and ���mi
�IC� � ��mi

�IC� � � �see Theorem II���� of 
����� Similarly� we have� for

the balayage of ��ni from ICnG to G� that

U ���ni �z� � U��ni �z� 	 dni � z � G�������

where dni � �� supp ���ni � G and ���ni�IC� � ��ni�IC� � ��

By Helley s Theorem �Theorem ����� of 
����� we have that the sequences
�

���mi

��
i��

and
�

���ni
��
i��

contain
weak� convergent subsequences� so that

���mj

���� and ���nj
����� as j ��� j � J � IN�������

where �� and �� are positive Borel measures with ���IC� � ���IC� � �� One can immediately see� from the
locally uniform convergence in G of Wmi�ni�z�Pmi

�z��Qni�z� to unity� that

supp�� � �G and supp�� � �G�������

Furthermore� by �������

lim
j��
j�J

U
���mj �z� � U���z� and lim

j��
j�J

U
���nj �z� � U���z�� z � G�������

It follows from ������� ������ and ������ that

�

mj 	 nj
log jamj

j	 mj

mj 	 nj
cmj

� mj

mj 	 nj
U
���mj �z� 	

nj
mj 	 nj

U
���nj �z�

� nj
mj 	 nj

dnj �
�

mj 	 nj
log jbnj j	 log jW �z�j � �� as j ��� j � J�

������

for any z � G� Consequently�

�

mj 	 nj
log jamj

j	 mj

mj 	 nj
cmj

� nj
mj 	 nj

dnj �
�

mj 	 nj
log jbnj j� j � J�

converges� as j ��� to a �nite limit by ������� On de�ning

F �� lim
j��

j�J

	
�

mj 	 nj
log jamj

j	 mj

mj 	 nj
cmj

� nj
mj 	 nj

dnj �
�

mj 	 nj
log jbnj j



�

we obtain from ������ and ������ that

�U���z�� ��� ��U���z�� log jW �z�j � F� z � G�

Finally� from the above equation and ������� we see that ����� of Theorem ��� is satis�ed with

��G�W� �� �� ��� � ��� �����

and with

F �G�W� �� �� F�

which completes the proof of Theorem ���� �
Proof of Corollary ��	 and Remark ��
� If the rational approximation property ����� holds� then f�z� 	 �

is� in particular� locally uniformly approximable by weighted rational functions in G� On the other hand�
the second part of proof of Theorem ��� shows that if f�z� 	 � can be locally uniformly approximated by



��

weighted rationals� then there exists a measure ��G�W� �� satisfying the conditions of Theorem ���� But
this immediately implies the rational approximation property ������

Concerning Remark ���� one can easily see that the second part of proof of Theorem ��� holds without
change for any �xed f�z�� which is analytic and is not equal identically to � in G� �

Proof of Corollary ���� Note that if ����� holds true for a signed measure �� satisfying ����� and ������
then the triple �G�W� �� has the approximation property ����� by Theorem ���� so that ������ is valid�

Suppose now that the triple �G�W� �� has the approximation property ������ Then by Theorem ���� there
exists a signed measure ��G�W� �� � ����G�W� �� � �� � �����G�W� ��� with ���G�W� ��� ���G�W� �� �
M��G�� such that

U��G�W����z�� log jW �z�j � F �G�W� ��� z � G�������

It follows from ����� and ������ that

U��G�W����z� � U��z� 	 c� z � G�������

where c �� F �G�W� ���F is a constant� Since potentials are continuous in the �ne topology �see Section I��
of 
���� and since the boundary of each G�� 
 � �� � � � � �� in the �ne topology is the same as the Euclidean
boundary �see Corollary I���� of 
����� then ������ also holds for any z � �G� Thus�

u�z� �� U��G�W������z� � c� z � G�������

Observe that u�z� is harmonic in the unbounded component of ICnG� denoted by � �including z � �� with
u��� � �� and that u�z� 	 c on �� � �G� Therefore�

u�z� 	 �� z � � G�������

by the minimum�maximum principle for harmonic functions and by the continuity of u�z� in the �ne topology�
Applying a similar argument to the bounded components of ICnG� we obtain from ������ that

u�z� � U��G�W������z� 	 �� z � IC�������

where

���G�W� ��� ���IC� � ��������

Integrating ������� the logarithmic energy of ��G�W� ��� � satis�es

I���G�W� ��� �� �

Z
U��G�W������z�d���G�W� ��� ���z� � ��

which implies by ������ and Theorem ���� of 
�� that ��G�W� ��� � � �� Thus�

� � ��G�W� �� � ����G�W� ��� ��� �����G�W� ���������

and ����� is established�
Assume� in addition to ����� and ������ that � also satis�es ������ and ������� Clearly�

	��IC�� 	��IC� � ��IC� � �� � ��������

We shall show that ������ and ����� are equivalent� Indeed if ����� holds� then

	��IC� � 	��supp 	�� � ��supp 	�� � ����supp 	�� � ��������

which gives ������� Conversely� if ������ is valid� then� for any measure � � M��G�� we have by ������ and
������ that



��

� � 	� � 	� � �	� 	 �� � 	��IC����� �	� 	 �� � 	��IC���� �

� �	� 	 �� � 	��IC����� �	� 	 ��� � � 	��IC���� �

Thus� ����� holds� for � � � � �� with

�� �
�

�

�
	� 	 �� � 	��IC���

�
and �� �

�

�� �

�
	� 	 ��� � � 	��IC���

�
�

Obviously� if � � � then

�� � 	� � � and �� � 	��

and if � � � then

�� � 	� and �� � 	� � ��

Hence� we conclude that the rational approximation property ����� holds for �G�W� �� if and only if ������
is satis�ed� �

� Proofs of Results of Section ��

Proof of Theorem ���� First� we recall� by the results of Section IV�� of 
�� �see also Theorem II���� of 
�����
that the following are valid�

U ����z� � U���z� 	

Z
g	�t���d���t�� z � G������

and

U ����z� � U���z� 	

Z
g	�t���d���t�� z � G������

where g	�t��� is the Green function for � with pole at �� Using ������ ������ ����� and Frostman s theorem

��� p� ���� it follows� for the measure � de�ned in ����� and for z � G� that

U��z�� log jW �z�j �

��� � � 	 �� �U������	��z�� �U ����z� 	 U ����z�� log jW �z�j �

��� � � 	 �� � log
�

capG
� �

Z
g	�t���d���t� 	 

Z
g	�t���d���t��

�����

where cap G denotes the logarithmic capacity of G �see 
��� p� �����
Observe that �� de�ned by ������ satis�es ������ Thus� Theorem ��� follows from Corollary ��� and ������

�

Proof of Theorem ���� It is clear that� for W �z� � z�� we have

log jW �z�j � �� log
�

jzj � ��U��z�� z � ICn���� ��������

where �� is the unit point mass at z � � and � � � is a real number� Since the balayage ��� of �� out of � to
G is given �see 
�� p� ����� by



��

��� � ���� ����������

then Theorem ��� is an immediate consequence of Theorem ��� with  � �� �
Proof of Corollary ��� We have already shown in the proofs of Theorems ��� and ��� that the measure

� of ������ satis�es ����� and ����� of Corollary ���� with W �z� � z�� Note that� for � � ���� ������ reduces
to

� � ����� ����� ����� ����������

which can be explicitly determined for � � ICnDr�a�� Indeed� by ������ and ������ of 
���� we have

d���� ����

ds
�z� �

a� � r�

��rjzj� � jz � aj � r�

and

d���� ����

ds
�z� �

�

��r
� jz � aj � r�

This gives� for � in ������ that

d�

ds
�z� �

�

��r

	
�� a� � r�

jzj�


� jz � aj � r������

Observe that

d�

ds
�a 	 rei	�� �

d�

ds
�a 	 re�i	�� � ��

where
�� ��

�

�
	 arcsin

r

a
�

Also� one can immediately see that

d�

ds
�a 	 rei	� � � for � � ����� ���������

and that

d�

ds
�a 	 rei	� � � for � � ���� �� � ���������

As we next show� ����� and ����� give the desired Jordan decomposition ������ for � of ������ Recall that�
for any Borel set B � IC�

���� B��� � m �$�B 
 ���� �

where

dm �
d�

��
on fw � IC � jwj � �g

and where

$�z� ��
r� 	 a�z � a�

rz

is the conformal mapping of � � ICnDr�a� onto D� � fw � IC � jwj � �g� with $��� � � �see 
�� p� �����
Since



��

$�a 	 rei	� � � exp
�
i
��

�
� arcsin

r

a

��
and

$�a 	 re�i	�� � exp
�
i
�

arcsin
r

a
� �

�

��
�

we obtain from ����� that

	��IC� � �
��
a 	 rei	 � � � ����� ���

��
�

�
���
��

� �

��

��
�
� arcsin

r

a
�
�

arcsin
r

a
� �

�

��
�

��

�
arcsin

r

a
�

It is obvious that the inequality�

��

�
arcsin

r

a
� �

�
�

which corresponds to ������� is equivalent to ������� Thus� Corollary ��� follows from Corollary ���� �
Proof of Theorem ��
� It was shown in the proof of Theorem ��� of 
��� �see also the proof of Theorem

��� of 
���� that for the measure

d�� �
�

��
��� �r cos ��d�� jzj � r�������

we have

U���z�� log je�zj � U���z� 	 Re z � log
�

r
� z � Dr����������

Thus� one can immediately see� for the measure � of ������� that

U��z�� log je�zj � log
�

r
	 ��� � ��

Z ��

�

log
�

jz � rei	j
d�

��

� log
�

r
	 ��� � �� log

�

r
� ��� � �� log

�

r
� z � Dr����

������

Note that the density function of �� given by

h��� ��
�

��
��� � �� �r cos ��� � � 
�� ����������

satis�es� for r � j�� � �j���

h��� � �� �� � � � �� � ��� and h��� � �� ��� � � � ���������

where

�� �� arccos

	
�� � �

�r



�������

Therefore� the Jordan decomposition of � is immediate from ������� with

	��IC� �

Z ���	�

	�

��� � �� �r cos ��
d�

��
� ��� � ��

� � ��
�

	
�r

�
sin ���



��

The inequality ������ of Corollary ��� can be written in this case as

��� � ��
� � ��
�

	
�r

�
sin �� � ��

which simpli�es� with the help of ������� to

p
�r� � ��� � ��� � ��� � �� arccos

	
�� � �

�r



� ���� ���������

where r � j�� � �j��� One can verify directly� on denoting the left side of ������ by f��r�� that

f ���r� �

p
�r� � ��� � ���

r
� �� for all r �

	 j�� � �j
�

�	�


�

Hence� f��r� is strictly increasing on �j�� � �j���	��� with

f�

	 j�� � �j
�



�

��
�

�� for �� � � � �

���� ���� for �� � � � �

��
� � ���� ���

and

lim
r���

f��r� � 	��

Therefore� the equation ������ has the unique solution rmax���� with

rmax��� � j�� � �j
�

�

such that ������ holds if and only if r � 
j�� � �j��� rmax����� �
Proof of Theorem ���� To begin� for any pair �m�n� of nonnegative integers� the �m�n��th Pad�e rational

approximation to ez is the rational function

Rm�n�z� �
Pm�n�z�

Qm�n�z�
�������

where �
i� deg Pm�n � m and deg Qm�n � n�with Qm�n��� � �� and
ii� ez �Rm�n�z� � O�zm�n���� as z � ��

������

It is well known that� for any pair �m�n� of nonnegative integers� these polynomials are given explicitly �see

��� p� ����� by

Pm�n�z� �

mX
k��

�m 	 n� k�%m%zk

�m 	 n�%k%�m� k�%
�

and

Qm�n�z� �

nX
k��

�m 	 n� k�%n%��z�k

�m 	 n�%k%�n� k�%
�

and these polynomials Pm�n�z� and Qm�n�z� are called� respectively� the Pad�e numerator and Pad�e denom�
inator of type �m�n� for ez� It is further known �see 
��� eq� ������� that



��

�m 	 n�%ezQm�n�z� �

Z �

�z

e�t�t 	 z�mtndt� for any z � IC�������

where the path of integration in ������ is the horizontal ray �z 	 � for all � � �� and similarly �see 
��� eq�
������� that

�m 	 n�% �ezQm�n�z�� Pm�n�z�� �

Z �

�z

e�t�t 	 z�mtndt for any z � IC�������

where the path of integration in ������ is chosen to be the line segment from �z to �� Thus� on dividing the
above two equations� we have� with ������� that

ezQm�n�z�� Pm�n�z�

ezQm�n�z�
� �� e�zRm�n�z� �

Z �

�z

e�t�t 	 z�mtndtZ �

�z

e�t�t 	 z�mtndt

�������

for any z � IC� provided that the Qm�n�z� �� �� Replacing z and t� respectively� by �m	 n�z and �m	 n�t in
������ gives

�� e��m�n�zRm�n��m 	 n�z� �

Z �

�z

e��m�n�t�t 	 z�mtndtZ �

�z

e��m�n�t�t 	 z�mtndt

�������

Let � be a �xed number with � � � � �� As the treatment of the special cases � � � and � � � is
similar �see the proof of Theorem ����� assume that � � � � �� and assume that f�mj � nj�g�j�� is an in�nite
sequence of pairs of nonnegative integers satisfying ����i�� i�e��

� � lim
j��

mj

mj 	 nj
� where lim

j��
�mj 	 nj� � 	��

&From 
��� p� ����� it follows that the rational function Rmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z� has no zeros and no poles in

the closed set G� of ������� for all j suciently large� Consequently� from ������� the representation

�� e��mj�nj�zRmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z� �

Z �

�z

e��mj�nj�t�t 	 z�mj tnjdtZ �

�z

e��mj�nj�t�t 	 z�mj tnjdt

������

holds for all z � G� � provided that j is suciently large� Noting that the integrands in the two integrals in
������ are the same� we set

hj�t� � hj�t� z� �� �t 	

	
mj

mj 	 nj



log�t 	 z� 	

	
nj

mj 	 nj



log t �j � ���������

so that ������ can be equivalently expressed� for all j suciently large� as

�� e��mj�nj�zRmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z� �

Z �

�z

e�mj�nj�hj�t�dtZ �

�z

e�mj�nj�hj�t�dt

�������

when z � G� � Note that if we similarly set



��

�h��t� � �h��t� z� �� �t 	 � log�t 	 z� 	 ��� �� log t�������

it follows from ����i� that

hj�t� z� � �h��t� z�� as j ��� for any t �� �z and t �� ��������

The point of the above construction is to prepare for an application of the steepest descent method to the
two integrals in ������� as was earlier done in 
���� As

�h���t� � �� 	
�

t 	 z
	

��� ��

t
and �h����t� � � �

�t 	 z��
� ��� ��

t�
�

then for z � ICn�IR�  f�g�� the only zeros of �h�� can be veri�ed� with the de�nition of ������� to be the two
numbers

�t�� �z� ��
�

�
��� z � �g��z�� �������

and it can be further veri�ed that

�t�� �z� �� �t�� �z�� for any z � ICn�IR�  f�g��������

and that

�h���
�
�t�� �z�

� �� �� for any z � ICn�IR�  f�g��������

In a completely analogous fashion� the only zeros of h�j�t�� for z � ICn�IR�f�g�� are the two distinct numbers
�for all j suciently large�

t�j �z� ��
�

�
��� z � gj�z�� �������

where

gj�z� ��

s
� 	 z� � �z

	
mj � nj
mj 	 nj



�������

and where

h��j
�
t�j �z�

� �� ��������

�The excluded point above� z � �� is exceptional in that �h���t� �� � � holds only for the single point t � ��
On the other hand� the expression in ������ is clearly zero for z � � for every j � �� which is ultimately
what is needed in our quest in Theorem ��� to show that f�z� 	 � can be uniformly approximated� on
compact subsets of G� � by the weighted rational functions e��mj�nj�zRmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z��� To summarize�

for � � � � � and for any z � ICn�IR�  f�g�� t�j �z� and t�j �z� are distinct saddle points �of order one� of

hj�t�� for all j suciently large� and �t�� �z� are distinct saddle points �of order one� of �h��t�� �We remark
that the functions gj�z� in ������ require analogous cuts IRj in the z�plane� where in ������� the numbers z��
of ������ are replaced by z�j �� expf� i arccos �

mj�nj
mj�nj

�g for all j suciently large��

Making use of the fact that h�j�t
�

j �z�� � � and that h��j �t�j �z�� �� �� for all suciently large j� the Taylor

expansion of the function hj about t�j �z� shows that there exist real numbers ��j �z� such that for � real and
small�

hj

�
t�j �z� 	 �ei	

�

j

�
� hj

�
t�j �z�

�� ��

�

��h��j �t�j �z�
���	 O

�
�

�
�������



��

as �� �� Then� this means that there is a local descent path !�j through each of the points t�j �z� such that
�cf� 
��� eq� �������� with �������

I�j �z� � �

Z
��
j

e�mj�nj�hj�t�dt

� e�mj�nj�hj�t
�

j
�z��

����� ��

�mj 	 nj�h��j �t�j �z��

�����
���

ei	
�

j

�
� 	 O

	
�

mj 	 nj


�

� e��mj�nj�t
�

j
�z� �t�j �z� 	 z

�mj
�
t�j �z�

�nj ����� ��

�mj 	 nj�h��j �t�j �z��

�����
���

�ei	�j
�

� 	 O

	
�

mj 	 nj


�
�

������

as j ��� uniformly on any compact subset of ICn�IR�  f�g��
The above expressions give the asymptotic behavior of the local descent path through the two saddle

points t�j �z�� and� in the usual fashion� these local descent paths are then continued� beyond the saddle

points t�j �z� �on the suitably doubly�cut domain IRj�� along descent paths !�j � de�ned �cf� 
��� eq� ��������
as points t � IC for which ��

�
Im hj�t� � Im hj�t

�

j �z��� and

Re hj�t� � Re hj�t
�

j �z��� for t �� t�j �z��

These descent paths� from ������� can have endpoints only at t � �� t � �z� or t � �� More speci�cally�
we note that for z small and not zero� it can be veri�ed that a descent path through t�j �z� necessarily has

endpoints t � � and t � �z� For the descent path through t�j �z�� one endpoint is at t � �� but the other
endpoint can be either t � � or t � �z� To show that both of these cases can occur� consider the following
two cases�

Case �� z � � and z small� The steepest descent path through t�j �z� in this case is that interval of the
real axis which extends to the endpoints t � � and t � �� as shown below in Figure �� where the arrows
indicate the direction of increasing Re hj�t� along these paths�

j
-
(z)t

0

tj(z)
+

-z

Figure ���� Descent paths for z � ��

Case �� z � � and small� The steepest descent path through t�j �z� is that interval of the real axis which
extends to the endpoints t � �z and t � �� as shown below in Figure �� where the arrows again indicate
the direction of increasing Re hj�t� along these paths�

We note� in Case �� that on integrating from t � �z to t � �� as is necessary for the denominator integral
of ������� we pass through two saddle points� so that the asymptotic evaluation of this integral involves both



��

j
-
(z)t

0

tj(z)
+

-z

Figure ���� Descent paths for z � ��

contributions I�j �z� from ������� In this case �and in all cases where the integration path� from t � �z to

t � �� through t�j �z� passes through both saddle points t�j �� the expression in ������ is of the form �cf�
�������

��e��mj�nj�zRmj�nj ��mj 	 nj� z� �
I�j �z�

I�j �z�	I�j �z�
�

I�j �z��I�j �z�

�	�I�j �z��I�j �z��
�������

while in Case � �and all cases where the integration path from t � �z to t � � passes only through t�j �z���
the expression in ������ is of the form

�� e��mj�nj�zRmj�nj ��mj 	 nj� z� �
I�j �z�

I�j �z�
�������

As in 
�� eqs� ��������������� we de�ne the function

Nj�z� ��

gj�z� 	 �� z

	
mj � nj
mj 	 nj




z

s
��

	
mj � nj
mj 	 nj


� � for all z � ICn�IRj  f�g��������

which is analytic and single�valued on ICn�IRj  f�g�� Analogously�

N��z� ��
g��z� 	 �� z��� � ��

z
p

�� ��� � ���
� for all z � ICn �IR�  f�g� �������

is analytic and single�valued on ICn�IR�  f�g�� With ������� the modulus of the ratio I�j �z��I�j �z� can be
expressed� with the de�nition of the function wj�z� of ������ �where � has been replaced by mj��mj 	 nj�
for all suciently large j�� as

jI�j �z�j�jI�j �z�j � jwj�z�jmj�nj

	
� 	 O

	
�

mj 	 nj




jNj�z�j �������

as j ��� uniformly on any compact subset of ICn�IRj  f�g�� But� ��Nj�z� and ��N��z� are both analytic
in jzj � � �cf� 
�� Lemma ��� and since ��Nj�z� converges to ��N��z� as j � �� then ��Nj�z� is locally
uniformly bounded in jzj � �� Thus� consider any compact set E in G� � As this compact E is contained in
some level curve !��� �� fz � IC � jw��z�j � � � �g of G� � for � suciently close to unity� then on this set�
it is evident that wj�z� � w��z�� as j ��� where jw��z�j � � � �� Recalling that Rmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z� has

no zeros or poles in G� for any j suciently large� then the function �� e��mj�nj�zRmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z� is
then analytic in E for all j suciently large� and its maximum modulus on E� in either Case � or Case � of
������ or ������� is dominated above by �mj�nj from ������� Thus�

lim
j��

k�� e��mj�nj�zRmj �nj ��mj 	 nj�z� kE � ��������

But this implies� from Corollary ���� that the triple �G� � e
�z� �� has the approximation property� which

completes the proof of Theorem ���� �
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